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TheseFineWalls is a curated online gallery
exhibiting contemporary, unique works

from undiscovered and established
photographers from around the world.

Neiman Marcus, originally Neiman-
Marcus, is an American luxury specialty

department store owned by the
Neiman Marcus Group.

IEF supports and operates worldwide
conservation and education programs on

Asian and African elephants in human care
and in the wild.
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The Spirit of The Jungle is project born from the
union between Photography, Fashion and Animal
Welfare, its mission is to raise awareness to the

humanity about what is happening with the
animals that inhabit our planet.

Climate change, invasion of their ecosystem,
deforestation and poaching are the main causes

of bringing one of the most emblematic species of
our era on the brink of extinction, the Elephants.



Mexican Fashion Photographer Jvdas Berra
created this fashion & fine art project with the
help of major sponsors to bring funds to the

International Elephant Foundation to help
to create a sustainable future where elephants

thrive by linking with the people for their
mutual long-term benefit.

https://elephantconservation.org



To achieve this The Art Gallery "These Fine Walls"
will put on sale three  pieces of the project in

different sizes and prices to shop online around
the world, part of the proceeds will be donated to

this cause.

http://www.thesefinewalls.com



San Diego

Neiman Marcus San Diego decided to join the
project to help the elephants donating for the

photo shoot pieces from the latest collection of
Gucci.

http://www.neimanmarcus.com
https://www.gucci.com



Brands who supported this project:

Gucci
Alexander McQueen
Salvatore Ferragamo

Reem Acra
La Fiori Couture

Monique Lhuillier
Alice & Olivia

Jonathan Simkha
 John Paul Ataker

Kimberly McDonald
Galia Lahav

Fernando Alberto Atelier
Vintage Chanel

Greymer
Elisabetta Franchi



CREDITS

Photographer: Jvdas Berra
Creative Director: Susan Lafica

Stylist: Tyler McDaniel
Art: Stefania Rosini

Model: Autum Kendrick @ LA Models
Make Up: Chanel Bohn

Hair: Kalia White
Stylist Assistant: Alexa Molinaro





www.jvdasberra.net


